Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Spatial phase separation of the atomic species forming a binary bosonic mixture represents a rather intuitive phenomenon in which a sufficiently strong inter-species repulsion is able to localize the two components in separated domains thus breaking the spatial symmetry of the system. This phase transition has attracted considerable attention^[@CR1]--[@CR5]^ within the physics of binary condensates and the mechanism of phase separation, investigated in the condensate mean-field picture, has revealed a nontrivial dependence from trapping potentials, the boson number of each species and other significant parameters of the system. In parallel, dynamical stability and the emergence of excited states of binary mixtures have been thoroughly studied in the transition regime to the immiscible phase^[@CR6]--[@CR9]^.

The realization of optical lattices^[@CR10]--[@CR12]^ and the trapping of binary mixtures therein^[@CR13]--[@CR15]^ have further stimulated the theoretical study of mixtures with the aim to understand their properties when the inter-species coupling combines with the effect of spatial fragmentation of the two species in the potential wells forming the lattice. An extraordinarily rich scenario has resulted from this work which, in addition to phase separation^[@CR16]--[@CR19]^, has explored the emergence of exotic magnetic-like phases^[@CR20],[@CR21]^ and quantum emulsions^[@CR22]^, the deformation of Mott domains due to the presence of a second species^[@CR23]^, the formation of polaron excitations^[@CR24]^, the inter-species entanglement^[@CR25]^, the modulation instability in the separation regime^[@CR26]^ and the excitation of persistent currents in a ring lattice^[@CR27]^.

Recently, the spatial phase separation of a binary quantum fluid has been investigated by considering two bosonic species trapped in the simplest two-well potential. The resulting model, a two-species Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian, allows one to perform a fully analytic derivation of the critical condition characterizing the space-localization effects^[@CR28],[@CR29]^. In addition to highlight how phase separation is marked by the spectral collapse of energy levels (an effect already observed for spin chains and dipolar bosons in a trimer^[@CR30],[@CR31]^), this study reproduces, in the presence of large boson numbers, the well known critical value *W*/*U* = 1 (which links the inter-species interaction *W* and the intra-species interaction of twin species with *U* = *U*~*a*~ = *U*~*b*~) characterizing the spatial separation in large-size lattices at zero temperature^[@CR18]^. Apparently, neither the space fragmentation of the two species among the potential wells representing the lattice sites nor the size of the lattice significantly affect the spatial phase separation expected for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W/U > 1$$\end{document}$.

Unexpected features are found to characterize the species transition to the demixed state when considering a binary fluid at zero temperature whose two components are distributed in a three-well potential. This becomes evident when the interspecies interaction, the control parameter driving demixing, is varied. The three-well system reveals a separation mechanism totally different from that observed in a binary mixture distributed in a two-well potential. The nontrivial character of the transition from the regime with totally-mixed components to the regime with fully-separated components is that such regimes are intercalated by an intermediate phase where a partial phase separation takes place in two of the three wells while in the remaining one the two components are still completely mixed. Only a further increase of the interaction ratio *W*/*U* is able to remove the residual mixing leading to a complete space separation. Space fragmentation of the two components in three wells thus have a considerable effect on their separability properties.

The triple-well system in a ring geometry, essentially consisting in a three-site Bose-Hubbard model, has attracted large attention due to the rich scenario of dynamical behaviours including instabilities^[@CR32]^, vortex states^[@CR33]^, coherent^[@CR34]^ and *π*--phase^[@CR35]^ tunnelling. The model describing a binary mixture in a triple well is effectively represented by two Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonians, each one associated to a single component and depending on three spatial boson modes, and by the density-density interspecies coupling of the two components. This has the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${M}_{j}={B}_{j}^{\dagger }{B}_{j}$$\end{document}$, we recall that total boson numbers $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M={\sum }_{j}{M}_{j}$$\end{document}$ of both species represent conserved quantities, namely, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$[\hat{H},N]=[\hat{H},M]=0$$\end{document}$. We shall consider a mixture with twin condensates where *U*~*a*~ = *U*~*b*~ = *U* and *T*~*a*~ = *T*~*b*~ = *T*. Slight deviations *U*~*a*~ ≠ *U*~*b*~ and *T*~*a*~ ≠ *T*~*b*~ from this ideal case, as one expects to observe in real systems, can be shown to not alter in a significant way our results.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

The study of the equilibrium configurations of a bosonic binary mixture in a three-well potential (trimer), reveals how, according to the ratio between the interspecies and the intraspecies repulsion, *W*/*U*, three different families of qualitatively different ground states emerge in the zero-temperature regime. The main effect analysed in this paper, the two-step process where different mixing-demixing phase transitions are triggered by a change in *W*/*U*, is (a) investigated by means of a semiclassical approach to determine the ground-state configurations, (b) shown to be related to the collapse and rearrangement of the energy spectrum, (c) characterized in terms of quantum-correlation properties (entanglement entropy) between two parts of the systems.

Demixing transitions {#Sec3}
--------------------

It is advantageous to investigate spatial phase separation by reformulating Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) within the continuous variable picture (CVP) described in the section Methods. This allows one to replace $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{H}$$\end{document}$ with an effective Hamiltonian operator typically providing a satisfactory representation of low energy states. In particular, the CVP approach allows one to reduce the search for the ground state of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) to the one for the minimum of the following effective potential:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\overrightarrow{x},\overrightarrow{y})$$\end{document}$ which minimizes the effective potential *V*~\*~ is determined, at first, when the tunnelling *T* is suppressed. In this situation, in fact, it is possible to carry out a fully analytic study (see Methods section), capable of illustrating the physics of the problem in a particularly simple and effective way. The results, sketched in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, can be summarized as follows:(i).For small *W*/*U* values (more specifically, if *W*/*U* ∈ \[0, 1)), the two species are delocalized and uniformly distributed in the trimer, thus entailing a perfect mixing.(ii).(For moderate *W*/*U* values (namely, if *W*/*U* ∈ (1, 2)), the demixing occurs in two out of the three wells, while, in the third well, the species are still mixed. Of course, due to the symmetry of the trimer system, no well is favoured compared to the others, and, as a consequence, there are three configurations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\overrightarrow{x},\overrightarrow{y})$$\end{document}$ which minimize the effective potential *V*~\*~. Among such configurations, which are equal up to a cyclic permutation of the site labels, the one that we have illustrated in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|{{\rm{\Psi }}}_{0}\rangle =\frac{1}{\sqrt{3}}\sum _{j=1}^{3}|{\psi }_{j}\rangle $$\end{document}$$where each \|*ψ*~*j*~〉 corresponds to a different macroscopic configuration. Our analysis, which is semiclassical, breaks the symmetry of the problem and considers just one side of the cat, the one defined above and sketched in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. It is interesting to observe that, crossing the critical point *W*/*U* = 1, the populations of site 1 and site 2 exhibit discontinuities, i.e. jumps from the uniform configuration *x*~1~ = *y*~1~ = *x*~2~ = *y*~2~ = 1/3 to the characteristic values 2/3 and 0. Conversely, functions *x*~3~(*W*/*U*) and *y*~3~(*W*/*U*) are continuous in *W*/*U* = 1. Increasing the ratio *W*/*U* from 1 to 2, the third site (where the two bosonic species coexist) gradually looses bosons, while the first and the second site (each one hosting just one species) become more and more populated. For *W*/*U* → 2^−^, the first well hosts 3/4 of species-b bosons, while the second well hosts 3/4 of species-a bosons. The remaining parts coexist in the third well in equal measure.(iii).For big *W*/*U* values (i.e., for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W/U > 2$$\end{document}$), the two species completely demix. One of them conglomerates in one site, while the other one spreads on the remaining two sites. This situation corresponds to 6 possible scenarios, i.e. to 6 configurations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\overrightarrow{x},\overrightarrow{y})$$\end{document}$ minimizing the effective potential *V*~\*~. In fact, if configuration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$({\overrightarrow{x}}^{\ast },{\overrightarrow{y}}^{\ast })$$\end{document}$ is a minimum for *V*~\*~, also the two configurations obtained by cyclic permutations of the site labels are minima for *V*~\*~. Moreover, as the species we are considering feature the same hopping amplitude *T* and the same on-site repulsion *U*, the configurations where species-a conglomerates must not be favoured to the configurations where it is species-b the one that conglomerates. In other words, the energy of the system remains equal after the exchanges *x*~*i*~ ↔ *y*~*i*~ (*i* = 1, 2, 3). The presence of 6 minimum-energy configurations in the classical analysis corresponds to a quantum ground state Ψ~0~ which is a six-faced Schrödinger cat, i.e. a state of the type$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|{{\rm{\Psi }}}_{0}\rangle =\frac{1}{\sqrt{6}}\sum _{j=1}^{6}|{\psi }_{j}\rangle $$\end{document}$$Figure 1Normalized semiclassical bosonic populations in each of the three wells for varying *W*/*U* and for *T* = 0. Each panel corresponds to a site of the trimer, while blue solid (red dashed) lines are associated to bosonic species a (b). (Notice that, wherever two lines overlapped, they have been slightly displaced for purely graphical reasons). One can recognize the presence of three different quantum phases: (i) for *W*/*U* ∈ \[0, 1) the two condensates are fully mixed and completely delocalized; (ii) for *W*/*U* ∈ (1,2) they are separated in two out of the three wells while they coexist in the third one; (iii) for *W*/*U* \> 2 the demixing is complete, meaning that one species conglomerates in a well, while the other species distributes in the remaining two wells. It is clear that *W*/*U* = 1, 2 represent critical values where two different mixing-demixing phase transitions occur. Data have been obtained by means of a fully analytic study of the global minimum of effective potential ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) (see Methods section).

where each \|*ψ*~*j*~〉 is a state corresponding to a certain macroscopic configuration. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} we have broken such symmetry and plotted just one of the 6 possible configurations.

As illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, for non-zero hopping amplitudes *T*, the critical points move rightward (i.e., the transitions occur at bigger values of *W*/*U*). It is possible to show with a fully analytic computation based on the request that Hessian matrix ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}) must be positive definite (see Methods section), that the first mixing-demixing phase transition onsets at$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\frac{W}{U}=1+\frac{9}{2}\frac{T}{UN},$$\end{document}$$a value which is greater than 1, mirroring the fact that tunnelling *T* favors the mixed phase and delays the occurrence of the first demixing. On the other hand, one can notice that the effect of *T* is smaller and smaller as the number of bosons, *N*, increases and, in the thermodynamic limit, it becomes negligible. In such limit, the scenario is again the one depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.Figure 2Normalized semiclassical bosonic populations in each of the three wells for varying *W*/*U* and for *N* = 50. First row corresponds to *T*/*U* = 1.25, second row to *T*/*U* = 5; Each panel corresponds to a site of the trimer, while blue solid (red dashed) lines are associated to bosonic species a (b). The presence of a non-zero *T* is responsible for the rightward translation of the two critical points. Data correspond to a particular branch of solutions (determined numerically) of system ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}).

Collapse and rearrangement of the energy spectrum {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------

The dramatic change in the ground state qualitative structure occurring at the two critical values of *W*/*U* is mirrored by a deep rearrangement of the energy spectrum across these two transition points. As shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the energy levels (obtained by means of an exact diagonalization of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})) tend to collapse in the neighborhood of the critical values, meaning that the energy cost to create excitations (or, more generally, the interlevel distance) tends to vanish. This effect is more evident increasing the number of bosons *N* and/or decreasing the hopping amplitude *T*.Figure 3First 16 energy levels obtained for *N* = 15, *T*/*U* = 0.6, 0.4, and 0.2 respectively. The smaller *T*/*U*, the more evident the rearrangement and the collapse of the spectrum at the critical points. Data have been obtained by means of an exact diagonalization of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). Notice that the first panel (the one obtained for *T/U* = 0.6) can be compared with boson populations depicted in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}.

Entanglement entropy as a critical indicator {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------

As is well known, the entanglement entropy (EE) quantifies the quantum correlation between two parts of a physical system through the Von Neumann entropy of a suitably defined sub-system^[@CR36],[@CR37]^. In this work, the physical system is of course the binary mixture, the two parts correspond to the two different atomic species and, therefore, the EE describes the quantum correlation between them (see Methods section for a detailed mathematical definition). As shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, this indicator strongly depends on the specific phase of the system which, in turn, is determined by the ratio *W*/*U*. In the completely mixed phase, i.e. for *W*/*U* smaller than the critical value ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), the EE steadily increases as *W*/*U* increases, despite the fact that semiclassical boson populations remain constant (uniformly distributed on the three wells). Notice that EE → 0 for *W*/*U* → 0 because, in this limit, the species are decoupled. At the two critical values of *W*/*U*, the EE features peaks, which not only indicate that the two mixtures are strongly entangled, but also allow to clearly distinguish the three different phases. Such peaks are sharper if *T*/*U* is smaller, that means that the effect of the hopping amplitude is to smooth the mixing-demixing transition. For *W*/*U* greater than the second critical value, the demixing gets more and more complete and the EE approaches the limiting value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${log}_{2}\mathrm{(6)}$$\end{document}$. According to standard notions of Quantum Information Theory and to applications thereof in the field of ultracold bosons^[@CR35],[@CR36]^, the emergence of this value can be appreciated by recalling that there are 6 possible ways of realizing a completely demixed semiclassical configuration which, in turn, equally contribute to the formation of a unique quantum ground state of the type ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).Figure 4Entanglement entropy between the two atomic species for different values of *T*/*U* and for *N* = 15. Notice that, the smaller the ratio *T*/*U*, the sharper the peaks. Data have been obtained by means of an exact diagonalization of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

We have investigated the two-step phase separation of a binary mixture in a trimer, highlighting the presence of an intermediate phase, which is neither completely mixed nor completely demixed. This element originates from the fact that the number of sites is odd and it is absent in the two-well system^[@CR28],[@CR29]^, where there is a one-step transition from a fully mixed to a fully demixed configuration.

The problem of determining the ground state has been reduced, by means of the CVP approach (see Methods section), to the search for the minimum-energy configuration of effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). The latter features an effective energy landscape whose minimum points are formed or disappear depending on the ratio *W*/*U*. We start analyzing the situation where the tunnelling *T* is suppressed. This case is of particular importance not only because it is associated with fully analytic results, but also because it captures the system behavior in the large *N* limit. As explained in the Methods section, the search for the global minimum of function ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) is not trivial, as one has to take into account that the *global* minimum is not necessarily a *stationary point*. A careful analysis, based on a systematic exploration of the domain boundary leads to the identification of three different phases, which qualitatively differ in the degree of mixing and spatial localization (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

The activation of the hopping amplitude *T* makes the model more realistic but does not distort the scenario, which is still marked by two critical points. From a technical point of view, the search for the minimum energy configuration is simpler because *T* constitutes a regularizing term which prevents the points of minimum from falling on the boundary. The exploration of the domain boundary is therefore no longer necessary and it is enough to look just for *local* points of minimum in the interior of the domain. This conceptual simplification comes with the impossibility of analytically solving the resulting system of ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}). With reference to Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, where numerical results are plotted, one can observe that bigger *W*/*U* values are needed to trigger the demixing transitions which, in turn, are less abrupt. To test their reliability, we have compared CVP's predictions to the results obtained by means of exact numerical diagonalization. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows that the two mixing-demixing phase transitions occur at the same critical values of *W*/*U* and, more generally, that the semiclassical approach and the purely quantum scenario are in good agreement. Notice that we chose not to plot the expectation values of boson populations in the ground state (e.g. 〈Ψ~0~\|*N*~*j*~\|Ψ~0~〉) because one would obtain the *average* over the different macroscopic configurations constituting the cat-states and, therefore, the constant value *N*/3, irrespective of the ratio *W*/*U*. Instead, we have determined, sweeping the parameter *W*/*U*, the *most probable configuration* i.e. the Fock state associated to the biggest (square modulus of the) coefficient in the decomposition of the ground state. It is interesting to notice that function ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) features a unique minimum in the uniform and fully mixed phase, three isoenergetic points of minimum in the intermediate phase and six isoenergetic points of minimum in the fully demixed phase. These degeneracies in the semi-classical energy landscape are resolved, quantum mechanically, with the formation of cat-states of the type ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) respectively.Figure 5Upper row: a branch of solutions predicted by the CVP approach. Lower row: the corresponding branch of most probable Fock states present in the ground states \|Ψ~0~〉. The latter have been determined by means of an exact numerical diagonalization. In both cases parameters *N* = 15, *U* = 1, *T/U* = 0.6 have been chosen. Each panel corresponds to a site of the trimer, while blue solid (red dashed) lines are associated to bosonic species a (b).

The phase diagram of the binary mixture on a three-well potential, sketched in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, has been determined numerically solving systems ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) and ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}), and checking that the obtained stationary point actually is a minimum point for effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Purple solid lines represent critical condition ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) derived analytically while no analytic expression can be found to define the orange dashed lines due to the complex nonlinear character of ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}). These lines have been plotted on the basis of numerical data (see Methods section for details).Figure 6Phase diagrams for *N* = 50, *N* = 100, *N* → +∞. Purple solid lines correspond to critical condition ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}); orange dashed lines corresponds to those solutions of system ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) which are no longer minimum points for ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). Label (i) indicates the uniform and fully mixed phase, region (ii) is the intermediate phase and, eventually, label (iii) denotes the fully demixed phase. Notice that, as *N* increases, the role of *T* becomes more and more negligible.

The double critical behaviour exhibited by the system upon a variation of *W*/*U* can be evidenced also from the energy-spectrum standpoint^[@CR29]^. As shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, whose data have been obtained by means of an exact (numerical) diagonalization of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), the energy levels tend to collapse in the neighborhood of the two critical points and have different arrangements in the three phases. One can recognize, for example, families of energy levels which are clearly distinct in the first two phases while tend to overlap in the third one. Approaching the limiting case *T* → 0 (note that this can be shown to be equivalent to taking *N* → +∞), the collapses are more and more evident and the points where they take place tend to *W*/*U* = 1 and *W*/*U* = 2. The low-energy excitations spectrum of a binary mixture in the uniform and completely mixed phase was determined for a generic *L*−site ring by means of a group-theoretic approach^[@CR27]^ combined with the Bogoliubov scheme. Choosing *L* = 3 sites, the condition corresponding to the collapse of a Bogoliubov frequency exactly reproduces ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), which gives the onset of the first mixing-demixing phase transition. One can thus appreciate the fact that the range of validity of the quasi-particles Bogoliubov spectrum exactly corresponds to the region of parameters space where the system is in the uniform and fully mixed phase. This analysis is confirmed by the behaviour of the ground state energy $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${E}_{0}=\langle {\psi }_{0}|\hat{H}|{\psi }_{0}\rangle $$\end{document}$ of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}). *E*~0~ has been numerically evaluated as a function of parameter *W*/*U*, for different values of *T*/*U*. The results, illustrated in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}, show, for *T*/*U* → 0 (or, equivalently, for *N* → +∞), the emergence of two critical points at *W*/*U* = 1 and *W*/*U* = 2. In such points, the ground state energy features discontinuities in the first derivative, a circumstance which suggests the onset of a quantum phase transition. The systematic study of this double phase transition will be developed elsewhere in the same spirit of the localization-delocalization transition in the Bose-Hubbard trimer^[@CR38]^.Figure 7Normalized ground state energy vs *W*/*U* for *N* = 15 bosons. In each panel, the ratio *T*/*U* has been set to 0.8, 0.4 and 0 respectively. One can observe that, for non-zero *T* (first and second panel), the function is differentiable everywhere, while, for *T*/*U* → 0 (third panel), the function is not differentiable at the two critical points. Gray dashed lines have been drawn where the CVP approach predicts the occurrence of mixing-demixing phase transitions (notice that they move leftward for *T*/*U* → 0). Data have been obtained by means of an exact diagonalization of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}).

Quantities traditionally belonging to quantum information theory have been used to highlight the occurrence of quantum phase transitions^[@CR39]--[@CR44]^. Among the others, Entanglement Entropy has proved to be particularly effective in detecting the quantum criticality of the localization transition in a bosonic Josephson junction^[@CR45]^. This indicator, which measures the degree of entanglement between two parts of a given system through the Von Neumann entropy of a reduced subsystem, has been shown to be sensible also to the mixing-demixing phase transition occurring in a two-species bosonic mixture loaded in a dimer^[@CR28]^ and to be robust with respect to the change of partition scheme^[@CR36]^. As explained in the Methods section, one starts from the density matrix associated to the ground state, i.e. from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{\rho }}_{\mathrm{0,}a}={{\rm{Tr}}}_{b}({\hat{\rho }}_{0})$$\end{document}$, is obtained by tracing out the degrees of freedom of the other one (see formula ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""})). One thus remains with the reduced density matrix of a mixed state and the Von Neumann entropy there of ([14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) corresponds to the entanglement between the two sub-systems, namely between the two bosonic species.

By means of the exact (numerical) diagonalization of Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), we have computed the EE as a function of *W*/*U* for different values of *T*/*U*. The results, illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and discussed in the previous section, not only demonstrate the ability of EE to capture the double critical behaviour of the system upon a variation of *W*/*U*, but also witness the formation of 6-faced cat-like states of the type ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) for large *W*/*U* values. Notice, in fact, that, for *W*/*U* → +∞, the EE tends to the limiting value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this work, we have evidenced a phase separation mechanism considerably more complex than the one occurring in a two-well system^[@CR28],[@CR29],[@CR36]^. The presence of an intermediate phase, which stands between the uniformly mixed configuration and the completely demixed phase, opens the door to the study of the phase separation mechanism in rings having an even or an odd number of sites and, more generally, in more complex lattice topologies. An illustrative example is shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, where we consider a 4-well ring lattice. The CVP approach leads to a generalization of effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) which, in the case of vanishing tunnelling and at the transition point *W*/*U* = 1, can be shown to be minimized by any macroscopic configuration of the type *y*~*j*~ = 1/2 − *x*~*j*~, with *j* = 1, 2, 3, 4 (four of them are shown in Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). As soon as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L > 3$$\end{document}$, (b) of possibly manifold intermediate phases and (c) the exploration of the potential-*V*~\*~ domain represented by high-dimensional polytopes (see the section Methods) indeed constitute complex problems which require a separate extended analysis. Their solution will be addressed in a future work.Figure 8Possible phase-separation mechanisms for a binary mixture in a 4-well potential with periodic boundary conditions. Blue (red) color corresponds to species a (b). On the left, the fully mixed configurations is depicted. On the right, some examples of demixed configurations (from top to bottom: complete demixing with emulsion-like structure, complete demixing with well separated structure, and partial demixing). Left panel corresponds to *W*/*U* \< 1, right panels to *W*/*U* = 1. *T*/*U* = 0 has been chosen for all plots.

Methods {#Sec7}
=======

The continuous variable picture {#Sec8}
-------------------------------

An effective study of the ground state configuration of multimode BH Hamiltonians can be carried out by reformulating single-site populations *N*~*j*~ and *M*~*j*~ in terms of continuous variables *x*~*j*~ = *N*~*j*~/*N* and *y*~*j*~ = *M*~*j*~/*M*^[@CR29],[@CR38],[@CR46]--[@CR48]^. This approximation, valid if the numbers of bosons $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The application of this rather versatile approximation scheme to Hamiltonian ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) (which describes a binary mixture confined in a three-well optical lattice with periodic boundary conditions) leads to an effective eigenvalue problem of the type ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1={\sum }_{j=1}^{3}{y}_{j}$$\end{document}$ respectively. This circumstance entails that the two terms proportional to *ε*~*a*~ and *ε*~*b*~ represent constant quantities. Effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) is obtained by choosing *T*~*a*~ = *T*~*b*~ =: *T*, *U*~*a*~ = *U*~*b*~ =: *U* and *N* = *M*.

Minimum-energy configuration for T = 0: geometric approach on a polytope-like domain {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If the tunnelling is suppressed, effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) simplifies as follows$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }=\frac{U{N}^{2}}{2}({x}_{1}^{2}+{x}_{2}^{2}+{x}_{3}^{2}+{y}_{1}^{2}+{y}_{2}^{2}+{y}_{3}^{2})+W{N}^{2}({x}_{1}{y}_{1}+{x}_{2}{y}_{2}+{x}_{3}{y}_{3}),$$\end{document}$$where *x*~3~ = 1 − *x*~1~ − *x*~2~ and *y*~3~ = 1 − *y*~1~ − *y*~2~ are, actually, dependent variables. The minimum-energy configuration corresponds to the global minimum of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\boldsymbol{{\mathbb{R}}}}}^{2}$$\end{document}$, as shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} (left panel). Computing the gradient with respect to the four independent variables, one finds that the only stationary point is the one associated to the uniform configuration, i.e *x*~1~ = *x*~2~ = *y*~1~ = *y*~2~ = 1/3, corresponding to$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The eigenvalues of the associated Hessian matrix show that this stationary point is a minimum provided that *W* \< *U*. Notice that, in general, computing the stationary points does not necessarily give the *global* minimum. The latter, in fact, can live on the boundary of the domain $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathscr{D}}$$\end{document}$.

The exhaustive exploration of the domain boundary is a fortiori necessary when *W* \> *U* i.e. when the stationary point *x*~1~ = *x*~2~ = *y*~1~ = *y*~2~ = 1/3 is no longer a minimum, a circumstance which entails that the global minimum lives on the domain boundary. The complexity of our problem is due to the fact that the domain of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }$$\end{document}$ is four-dimensional and so its boundary is the union of six three-dimensional objects of the type sketched in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} (right panel). Each of them corresponds to a Cartesian product $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\mathscr{T}}}_{y}$$\end{document}$, respectively) and constitutes the domain of a 3-variable function obtained by introducing an additional constraint in formula ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}). In the same spirit, the global minimum of these constrained functions must be searched not only in the interior of their domain (imposing the stationarity of a three-dimensional gradient), but also on their boundaries, by means of an exhaustive exploration thereof. One therefore iterates this process looking for stationary points, at first inside the *volume*, then on the *faces*, on the *edges* (employing, at each step, a lower-dimensional gradient) and, eventually, evaluates the function at the *vertices* of this 3D region. The resulting set of candidates for the global minimum is such that each local minimum is linked to an existence condition (typically, an inequality in the one-dimensional space *W*/*U*) on the sub-domain where it was found. The global minimum, in each interval of the space *W*/*U*, is determined by comparing all the possible candidates. In the following we sketch the application of this rather general scheme to our problem.

We start fixing *x*~1~ = 0. Notice that the other possible ways of fixing the first variable, i.e. *x*~2~ = 0, *x*~2~ = −*x*~1~ + 1, *y*~1~ = 0, *y*~2~ = 0 and *y*~2~ = −*y*~1~ + 1 would lead to minimum-energy configurations which are equivalent up to cyclic permutations of the indexes and/or species labels swapping. The resulting constrained function$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }$$\end{document}$ is smaller than the uniform-configuration value ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""}) just for *W* \> *U*. But, in this range, this stationary point is no longer a minimum, so it must be discarded. The analysis of the 5 faces, carried out according to this scheme, leads to the conclusion that, for 1 \< *W*/*U* \< 2, there are 2 minimum-energy configurations$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{c}({x}_{1}\mathrm{=0,}\,{x}_{2}=\frac{U}{2U+W},\,{x}_{3}=\frac{U+W}{2U+W},\,{y}_{1}=\frac{U+W}{2U+W},\\ {y}_{2}=\frac{U}{2U+W},\,{y}_{3}=0)\,\leftarrow \,{\rm{Face}}\,{\rm{CBEF}}\mathrm{.}\end{array}$$\end{document}$$

Notice that these two configurations are equivalent up to a permutation of site indexes. The first one has been plotted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}.

The 9 *edges* of the solid of Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} (right panel) are identified by fixing an additional constraint. Their analysis shows that local iso-energetic points of minimum are present in segments CB DF and CF. Such minimum energy configurations are equal up to permutation of site indexes and/or species labels swapping. For example, segment CB is the domain of function$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\nu }$$\end{document}$, is less than the one found in faces ACFD and CBEF provided that *W* \> 2*U*. Eventually, the analysis of the 6 *vertices* does not give any further minimum-energy configuration.

The search for the minimum-energy configuration for T ≠ 0 {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------------------------

The minimum-energy configuration is the configuration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\overrightarrow{x},\,\overrightarrow{y})=({x}_{1},\,{x}_{2},{x}_{3},{y}_{1},{y}_{2},{y}_{3})$$\end{document}$ which minimizes effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). The presence of a non-vanishing *T* constitutes a regularizing term which makes the exploration of the domain boundary no longer necessary. This fact, verified numerically, can be understood in physical terms because the presence of *T* ≠ 0 makes configurations where one or more populations are exactly zero impossible. To compute the minimum-energy configuration, one therefore imposes stationary conditions for effective potential *V*~\*~ in which *x*~3~ = 1 − *x*~1~ − *x*~2~ and *y*~3~ = 1 − *y*~1~ − *y*~2~ take into account the boson number conservation. The resulting system of equations is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\begin{array}{l}-2NT(-\frac{{x}_{2}}{\sqrt{-{x}_{2}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}}+\sqrt{\frac{{x}_{2}}{{x}_{1}}}-\frac{2{x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-1}{\sqrt{-{x}_{1}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}})\\ \,+2U{N}^{2}\mathrm{(2}{x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}+2W{N}^{2}\mathrm{(2}{y}_{1}+{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}=0\\ -2NT(-\frac{{x}_{1}}{\sqrt{-{x}_{1}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}}+\sqrt{\frac{{x}_{1}}{{x}_{2}}}-\frac{{x}_{1}+2{x}_{2}-1}{\sqrt{-{x}_{2}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}})\\ \,+2U{N}^{2}({x}_{1}+2{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}+2W{N}^{2}({y}_{1}+2{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}=0\\ -2NT(-\frac{{y}_{2}}{\sqrt{-{y}_{2}({y}_{1}+{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}}+\sqrt{\frac{{y}_{2}}{{y}_{1}}}-\frac{2{y}_{1}+{y}_{2}-1}{\sqrt{-{y}_{1}({y}_{1}+{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}})\\ \,+2U{N}^{2}\mathrm{(2}{y}_{1}+{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}+2W{N}^{2}\mathrm{(2}{x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}=0\\ -2NT(-\frac{{y}_{1}}{\sqrt{-{y}_{1}({y}_{1}+{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}}+\sqrt{\frac{{y}_{1}}{{y}_{2}}}-\frac{{y}_{1}+2{y}_{2}-1}{\sqrt{-{y}_{2}({y}_{1}+{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}})\\ \,+2U{N}^{2}({y}_{1}+2{y}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}+2W{N}^{2}({x}_{1}+2{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}=0.\end{array}$$\end{document}$$

In general, it is not possible to find all the possible solutions of this system in a closed form and one needs to resort to numerical methods. Boson populations shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} not only fulfill system ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}), but have been checked (by evaluating the eigenvalues of each associated Hessian matrix), to be minimum points of the effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}). As already mentioned, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a particular *family* of solutions, meaning that those configurations which are obtained by means of cyclic permutations of site indexes and/or by species-labels swapping, are still solutions of system ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) and therefore points of minimum of ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}).

It is worth noticing that a particularly simple and significant solution of system ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""}) is the one which corresponds to the uniform configuration *x*~1~ = *x*~2~ = *y*~1~ = *y*~2~ = 1/3. This stationary point is a minimum of ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) provided that the associated Hessian matrix$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\boldsymbol{H}}={N}^{2}(\begin{array}{cccc}\frac{9T}{N}+2U & \frac{9T}{2N}+U & 2W & W\\ \frac{9T}{2N}+U & \frac{9T}{N}+2U & W & 2W\\ 2W & W & \frac{9T}{N}+2U & \frac{9T}{2N}+U\\ W & 2W & \frac{9T}{2N}+U & \frac{9T}{N}+2U\end{array})$$\end{document}$$is definite positive, a condition which is verified iff *W*/*U* \< 1 + (9*T*)/(2*UN*). This argument proves the correctness of critical value ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), presented in the main text and corresponding to purple solid lines in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}.

An effective way to reduce the complexity of system ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) (and possibly simplify its numerical solution) comes from the symmetry which marks the boson populations when the system is in phase (ii) (see central regions of Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} panels). In such phase, i.e. for moderate *W*/*U* values, one can notice, in fact, that *y*~2~ = *x*~1~ and *y*~1~ = *x*~2~, two constraints that allow to rewrite system ([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\begin{array}{l}-2NT(-\frac{{x}_{2}}{\sqrt{-{x}_{2}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}}+\sqrt{\frac{{x}_{2}}{{x}_{1}}}-\frac{2{x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-1}{\sqrt{-{x}_{1}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}})\\ \,+2U{N}^{2}\mathrm{(2}{x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}+2W{N}^{2}({x}_{1}+2{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}=0\\ -2NT(-\frac{{x}_{1}}{\sqrt{-{x}_{1}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}}+\sqrt{\frac{{x}_{1}}{{x}_{2}}}-\frac{{x}_{1}+2{x}_{2}-1}{\sqrt{-{x}_{2}({x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}}})\\ \,+2U{N}^{2}({x}_{1}+2{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}+2W{N}^{2}\mathrm{(2}{x}_{1}+{x}_{2}-\mathrm{1)}=0.\end{array}$$\end{document}$$

The orange dashed lines in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, which constitute the border between the intermediate and the fully demixed phase, have no analytical expression and correspond to those solutions of system ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) which are no longer minimum points for effective potential ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), i.e. to stationary points for which at least one Hessian-matrix eigenvalue vanishes. Incidentally, critical condition ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), obtained "from the left" by means of Hessian matrix (11), can be obtained "from the right" also. This can be understood by linearizing ([12](#Equ12){ref-type=""}) around the known solution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\begin{array}{c}{\varepsilon }_{1}(-9NT-2U{N}^{2}-W{N}^{2})+{\varepsilon }_{2}(\frac{9NT}{2}+U{N}^{2}+2W{N}^{2})=0\\ {\varepsilon }_{1}(-\frac{1}{2}9NT-U{N}^{2}-2W{N}^{2})+{\varepsilon }_{2}\mathrm{(9}NT+2U{N}^{2}+W{N}^{2})=0.\end{array}$$\end{document}$$

This linear system admits non-trivial solutions provided that the determinant is zero, a condition which leads, again, to critical value ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}).

Entanglement Entropy {#Sec11}
--------------------

Let us consider the system ground state, \|*ψ*~0~〉 and let us choose, as a basis, the set \|*n*~1~, *n*~2~, *N* − *n*~1~ − *n*~2~, *m*~1~, *m*~2~, *M* − *m*~1~ − *m*~2~〉 (notice that, for the sake of clarity, *N* (*M*) indicates the total number of bosons of species a (b)). It is therefore possible to expand \|*ψ*~0~〉 with respect to this basis:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|{\psi }_{0}\rangle =\sum _{i=0}^{N}\sum _{j=0}^{N-i}\sum _{k=0}^{M}\sum _{l=0}^{M-k}\,{C}_{i,j,k,l}|i,j,N-i-j,k,l,M-k-l\rangle $$\end{document}$$where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As a consequence, the density matrix associated to the system ground state reads:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{c}{\hat{\rho }}_{0}=|{\psi }_{0}\rangle \langle {\psi }_{0}|=\sum _{i=0}^{N}\sum _{j=0}^{N-i}\sum _{k=0}^{M}\sum _{l=0}^{M-k}\sum _{{i}^{{\rm{^{\prime} }}}=0}^{N}\sum _{j^{\prime} =0}^{N-i^{\prime} }\sum _{{k}^{{\rm{^{\prime} }}}=0}^{M}\sum _{l^{\prime} =0}^{M-k^{\prime} }{C}_{i,j,k,l}\,{C}_{i^{\prime} ,j^{\prime} ,k^{\prime} ,l^{\prime} }^{\ast }\\ |i,\,j,N-i-j,k,l,M-k-l\rangle \langle i^{\prime} ,j^{\prime} ,N-i^{\prime} -j^{\prime} ,k^{\prime} ,l^{\prime} ,M-k^{\prime} -l^{\prime} |.\end{array}$$\end{document}$$

This is the density matrix of a *pure state* and so one can check that it is hermitian, it has unitary trace, it is equal to its square, and its eigenvalues are all zero except for one which is 1.

A possible and quite natural way to sub-divide the system into two partitions leads to consider the entanglement between the two condensed species. The basis relevant to the sub-system "species A" is {\|*n*~1~, *n*~2~, *N* − *n*~1~ − *n*~2~〉} while the basis relevant to the sub-system "species B" is {\|*m*~1~, *m*~2~, *M* − *m*~1~ − *m*~2~〉}. It is possible to compute the reduced density matrix relevant to the "species A" by tracing out the degrees of freedom relevant to "species B"$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{c}{\hat{\rho }}_{\mathrm{0,}a}={{\rm{Tr}}}_{b}({\hat{\rho }}_{0})=\sum _{p=0}^{M}\sum _{q=0}^{M-p}\langle p,q,M-p-q|{\hat{\rho }}_{0}|p,q,M-p-q\rangle \\ \,\,=\sum _{i=0}^{N}\sum _{j=0}^{N-i}\sum _{i^{\prime} =0}^{N}\sum _{j^{\prime} =0}^{N-i^{\prime} }{M}_{i,j,i^{\prime} ,j^{\prime} }|i,j,N-i-j\rangle \langle \,i^{\prime} ,j^{\prime} ,N-i^{\prime} -j^{\prime} |\end{array}$$\end{document}$$where$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This is the reduced density matrix of a *mixed state*, whose Von Neumann entropy$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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(where *λ*~*j*′~*s* are the eigenvalues of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat{\rho }}_{\mathrm{0,}a}$$\end{document}$) corresponds to the EE between the two parts of the global system.
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